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A bstract -A symmetrical, current-fed D~-DC boost
converter was investigated theoreticaliy and
experimentally on a 300 W prototype in the
frequency range: 110 kHz to 40 kHz. The converter
Is built around an L-Type Half-Bridge IGBT
inverter. Zero-Current-Switching is achieved by a
series resonant LC-network placed between the

collectors of the IGBT's.

INTRODUCTIONI.

Fig. 1. Basic configuration of the hard switched
L-Type ha1f-bridge converter.

In a recent paper (which was published while this work was
in progress), Wolfs [1] described a current sourced DC-DC
converter (Fig.l) that is the dual of the classical half bridge
configuration. The proposed current sourced converter is in
fact a half bridge topology except that two arms of the bridge
are replaced by inductors (L-Type) rather than by capacitors
(C- Type), as in the conventional half bridge structure. This L-
Type half -bridge configuration is identical to the L- Type half -

bridge inverter that is well known about 30 years [2].
Among the advantages of the L- Type Half Bridge Converter
(L THBC) are the low input ripple [1] and the fact that the
drive of both transistors is referred to ground.

Switch stresses and conduction losses in conventional
PWM converters with bridge, push-pull and half-bridge
topologies are examinated in Appendix. The results of the
examination (Table I) reveal that the L THBC has important
advantages over the other topologies: conduction switch
losses are the lowest (as in the push-pull topology) with the
best utilization of the transformer (like in the bridge
configuration). Consequently, the L THBC topology should
be superior in high power applications. The disadvantages are
the relatively high voltage stress (as compared to a bridge
configuration) and the need for two magnetic components.
The latter is offset by the fact that each inductor is carrying
half of the current (Fig.l ).

The relatively high voltage stress of the LTHBC restrict the
range of potential applications to low voltage high power

cases. In such uses the advantages of the L THB topology can
be enhanced if IGBTs, which are optimal for high current
applications, are used as main power switches. The
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disadvantage will be the limitation of switching frequency
which, for present day (begining of 1994), is limited to below
about 20kHz for hard switched IGBTs. Switching frequency
can be increased with little penalty of switch losses, if the
IGBT's are soft switched either through Zero Voltage
Switching (ZVS) or Zero Current Switching (ZCS) [3,4]. It
has been shown that under the favorable condition of soft
switching, switching frequencies up to 200KHz can be
practically realized with commercially available IGBTs [4].

Soft switched and isolated DC-DC converters using IGBT
that were recently described [5-6] apply a full-bridge topology,
i.e. they include 4 transistors, and the principle of operation
does not allow a change of the full-bridge to a half -bridge or
to a push-pull configuration. The "current fed converter
described in [7] includes 3 trans-istors (two IGBT and one .

MOSFET).
The objective of this study was to improve the perfonnance

of the L THBC by operating it under ZCS to pennit the use of
IGBTs at high switching frequencies. The present paper
describes the results of theoretical and experimental
investigation of a soft-switched L- Type Half Bridge Converter
(L THBC) using two transistors in a symmetr,ical
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Table I. Stresses and conduction losses of basic High Power PWM topologies

configuration. That is, the proposed topology applies the
transistor switches for carrying the main current and for
generating the current pulse needed to achieve ZCS.

II. THE PROPOSED TOPOLOGY

, The proposed Zero Current Switching L- Type Half Bridge
Converter (ZCS-LTHBC) (Fig.2) comprises a high-frequency
symmetrical inverter stage with two input inductors (Lin I.
Lin2). two IGBT transistors (QI) and (Q2). shunted by
reverse diodes (DV and (Dz) and a series resonant circuit (Lr.
Cr) connected between the collectors of QI and Q2 .The
primary (wI) of the isolation transformer (T) is connected
across the resonant capacitor (Cr> and its secondary winding

(w2) supplies the output rectifier bridge that feeds a capacitor
f1lter (Co) and the load (Ro).

The transistors' drive (Fig.3) is based on PWM structure
with overlapping gate signals and a variable switching
frequency (fs=l/Ts). .

The following description of. the basic operation of the .
ZCS-LTHBC and the analysis that follows are made under the.
assumption that all components are ideal, that the inductance
of input inductors (Lin l, Lin2) is much larger than the
resonant inductance (Lr), and that the output capacitance Co is

much larger than .'the reflected capacitance Cr/n2, where
n=w2/wl is the transformer's turn ratio.

Basic current and voltage waveforms of Fig.3 were
obtained by PSPICE (MicroSim Inc.) simulation using the
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Basic wavefonns of proposed ZCS-LTHBC.

iQl =Tin (1)
The current of the resonant inductor Lr is half this value

iL=O.5 Tin (2)
The reflected output voltage V 0'= Voln is applied across

the capacitor Cr

Vcr=Vo' (3)
This interval is terminated when the second transistor (QV

is turned on. c
2. Inlerval ~1~2 (Fig.4,b). The two transistors and ~ pair of

rectifier diodes are conducting. They close a loop which
includes the inductor Lr and the voltage source VOf. The
current of this loop (iL) is energized by the stored
electromagnetic field of the inductor Lr and decreases linearly
with time:

foregoing assumptions (~=21tfst is normalized time in
radians). As can be observed, the operation of the ZCS-
L nlBC includes five modes (Fig. 3,4):
I. Interval ~o~l (Fig.4,a). One transistor (for example, Ql)
and a pair of rectifiers diodes are conducting. In this time
interval the transistor cUITent is Iin:

~~

IQl 1L,

'Dl
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I' V'
iL= -!!1- --9.- (~-~V (4)

2 oosLr

where oos=27rfs .

The currents of the transistors are described by the

expressions:
, Iin .

(5)lQl= 2 + lL

I..In .1
6)lQ2= 2- l~, \

Consequently, iQ 1 decreases smoothly and iQ2 rises
smoothly with the decreasing iL. The interval ends when iL

reaches zero and the rectifier diodes turn off. The duration of
the interval ~ 1 ~2 (11, Fig. 3) can be determinated from (4)

and expressed as :
I. 00 T

Yl=~~l= m ; (7)

3. Interval ~2~3 (Fig.4,c). The two transistors are

conducting, the rectifier is turned off and the resonant circuit
LrCr is shorted through the transistors. Consequently, the

resonant current iL of the inductor Lr and the capacitor Cr

follows a sinusoidal waveform:

iL= -~in[OOr(t-t2)] = -~in[~(~-~2)] (8)

where cor is the resonant frequency and Zr -the characteristic

impedance:

(9)
1Cl)r = ~

~ r
Zt= -(10)

Cr

The transistor's currents are still described by (5) and (6).

Applying (8) we get:

.Iin Vo' . [ COr ]IQl = 2- -z;-- sm ~ (~-~2) (11)

iQ2 = !f + ~ sin [~ (~-~2) ] (12)

ZCS is assured if the peak inductor current (lpk> is larger
than Iin/2. Under this condition iQl will reach zero (at ~3 )

as required to achieve soft switching. The peak inductor
current is a function of Lr and Cr:

V'
Ipk~ (13)

The resonant components must be chosen accordingly. A
reasonable choice would be to set the ratio (g) larger that
1.25:

g=~=~> 1.25 (14)
Iin IinZr

The duration of the interval ~2~3 ( 'Y2 ) I

from (11) using the condition iQll~3 =0

ro (I' Z
Y2 =~3 -~=~sin-l\ ~ (15)

The voltage across the capacitor Cr can be expressed as:

can be found

.~ . [ 0)1 : ] IinID1 = Zr SIn ro;(~ -~) -2 (17)

The interval ~3~4 ends when the diode current arrives
smoothly to zero and the diode turns off (in this moment
iQ2=Iin). The gate voltage must be removed from the
transistor Q1 during the interval ~3~4 but not later than ~4.

The duration of ~3~4 ( 13) is found from (15) and (17)

applying the condition iD 11~4 = 0:

O)s -1( IinZr )]13~4 -~3 = (~4 -~)-"1'2 = -7t-2 sin W (18)
~ o

The interval<Y3) must be not shorter than the recovery time
of the transistor. This will prevent transistor Q1 from

turning on spontaneously at ~4 due to the non recovered ,
charge of the IGBT.
5. The interval ~4~5 (Fig.4,d). One transistor (Q2) is

conducting and all diodes are turned off. In this time interval
all of the input current Iin flows lhrough the transistor

iQ2=Iin (19)
and the current of the resonant inductor is:

, IinlL = -2 (20)

The negative voltage across the-capacitor Cr rises under
action of this current:

I Iinvcr = vcr .(l - 2- C ( ~ -~4 ) (21)
v4 O)s r

The interval ends when the voltage vcr reaches the reflected

output voltage Yo' and a pair of the rectifier diodes turns on.
The duration of ~4~5 (0, Fig.3) is found from (21) and(I6):

2Y '0) C { [ 0) ] }0: 01.s r l+cos -L(Y2+"'(3) (22)

m O)s
At ~5 begins an interval like ~o~l but now transistor Q2

and another pair of rectifier diodes is turned on.
From the description given above it is evident that the

commutation of the transistors and diodes of the inverter is
carried out under ZCS. The diodes of the rectifier turn off
under zero current and turn on under zero-voltage switching. ,

The conducting interval ~1~4 of both anhs of the inverter -

fonns the boost period. Its duration ("'( ):
"'( = "'(1 +"'(2+"'(3 c' (23)

or using (7),(9),(10),,(15) and (18):
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(36)

(37)

ID max = Ipk

fsI~ ay = 0,45 Ipk r;

III. EXPERIMENT AL

The analytical expressions developed through this study were
examined experimentally. The basic circuit diagram of the
experimental driver is given in Fig. 5. The parameters of the
prototype converter were as follows: output power 300 W,
Lin1 = Ljn2 = 340 ~; Lr = 34 ~; Cr =10-30 nF; Co = 4, 7

't1F; Q1,Q2-3OG100BN; D1'D2-MUR860; D3-D6-MUR415;
n = 1:4; Vin = 40-60 V; fs = 110-40 kHz.

The theoretical and measured output voltage of the
experimental ZCS-L THBC as a function of the switching
frequency is given in Fig.6. Experimental current and voltage
waveforms are depicted in Fig. 7. All experimental results
agree well with the theory.
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Fig. 5. The driver of experimental ZCS-LTHBC.
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Assuming the ratio of(14), equation (24) can approximated
with an error not higher than 4% :

f
1=7tt (25)

r

rorwhere f- -

127t

The duty cycle (D) can thus be derived from (25)

ton 1 fs
D=~=7t""f; (26)

A similar assumption can followed for determining the
input to output voltage ratio: the voltage of the
nonconducting transistor outside the Boost period is assumed

to be Vo'. In this case

,tlVin=Vo 27t (27)

and from(25):
V' 2:.-SJ.- = -(28)

Vin fs1- -

fr
Hence, the voltage DC transfer ratio can be controlled by

the switching frequency fs or by the resonant frequency fr.

The voltage stress on the noncunducting transistor (in the

absence of parasitic, high frequency oscillations)
Vsmax=Vo' (29)

Equation (28) implies that the voltage stress is a function of
fslfr. It is thus recommended to keep fslfr < 0,5...0,6 in order

to avoid a high voltage stress.
The peak transistor current is a sum of the peak inductor

current Ipk and a half of the input current lin12 :

IinIs max = Ipk + 2 (30)

It is recommended to keep
Ipk < 0.75 Iin nom (31)

in order to avoid a high current stress. Hence two conditions
must be used when choosing Ipk: inequality (14) and

inequality (31 ).
The average transistor current IQ av and the rms transistor

current IQ rms are described by following equations:

~ = ~ + i;r{ Dg[cos(~) -cos(Yf)]- 13} (32)

~ = {f;: (33)

where 123 = 12+'Y3 (34)

2D 1 ~ J2g 12
~=7t-1+3g+4(1+ 2)(12+123)+ 2 [cos(D)-

m .!2&?: 212 2-Y.f.:i
cos ( D )] -16 [sin (0) + sin ( D )] (35)

If 9 = 1.25 and D < 0.6 the average transistors' current is

only about 5% higher than of the L THBC. Hence, the penalty
for ZCS when applying IGBT is rather negligible.

The peak and average currents of the anti-parallel diodes
ID max and ID av have highest values when the input

converter current is near zero. In this case

30 40 50 60 70 80 90100 110

Frequency lkHzJ
Fig. 6. Theoretical and experimental DC output

voltage as a function of switching frequency. .

Vin=40 V; Ro=10 .Q; fr=193 kHz.
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7t -2sin-l ( l )fr> 'P:'

21ttrec
From (14) and (18)

5. Choose the upper boundary of the switching frequency
fs high = (0,5...0,6) fr .

6. Calculate the reflected output voltage using (28)

2 Vin lowVo ' = t:.--!!ifJ!

1 -fr

(a)
7. Calculate the transformer ratio n = ~

8. Calculate the characteristic impedance of the resonant

.. Z V,,' CIrCUIt = -""'-

r Ipk

9. Calculate the inductance of the resonant circuit

Zr

Lr=~

(b) 12. Calculate the inductance of the input inductor

Fig. 7. Experimental waveforms of prototype ZCS-
LTHBC: Vin=40 V, Ro=17.5 .Q, fr=193 kHz,
fs=100 kHz. (a) Upper trace iL: 2 A/div, lower
trace vT2: 50 V/div (b) Upper trace iQl: 2
Ndiv, lower trace vQl: 50 V/div Horizontal
scale: 2 ~S/div

lOVin lowLin = 27tfs low Iin nom

IV. DESIGN GUIDELINES

13. Calculate the duty cycle D by fs high and fs low

using (26).
14. Calculate the transistors' peak current Is max, the

average current IQ av and the rms current IQ rms

using (30), (32) -(35).
15. Calculate the average current of the anti-parallel diodes

ID av using (37).
16. Choose the transistors and anti-parallel diodes using

steps 6,14,15 and (29).

Given: required output power P, output voltage Vo,
range of input voltages (Vin low ...Vin high), recovery time
ofIGBT's (trec).

The following procedure is suggested for the design of
ZCS-L THBC systems which are controled by the switching
frequency fs.

v. DISCUSSION

The proposed ZCS-LTHBC appears to be an attractive
approach for low input voltage -medium to high power
applications. The simplicity of the topology (using only two
IGBT transistors) and the soft-switchipg operation or
transistors and diodes helps to reduce the cost as well as the
size and to reduce E?vII emission. Analysis shows that the
extra current stress due to the ZCS operation is only slightly
higher than the L THBC (Table I). Since the average
transistors' current' of the ZCS-LTHBC is only about 5%
higher that of the L THBC, the penalty for ZCS is rather

negligible.

I. Calculate the nominal input current

pI. -
In nom -T1 y .

I'1 In ow
where 11 is the efficiency (11 = 0,9...0,95).

2. Set 9 = 1,25...1,35.

3. Calculate the resonant inductor peak current
Ipk = O.5g Iin nom

4. Choose the resonant frequency (fr) applying the

condition Y3/ros > trec.
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APPENDIXVI.

Switch Stresses and Conduction Losses
in Conventional Isolated DC-DC PWM

Converters

~

~'I

~in ( (

(c)

Main assumption: inductances and capacitances of reactive

elements are infinity large.
Notations:

a= topology coefficient; a =1 in bridge and push-pull
topologies and a =0.5 in half-bridge topology (C and L

types);K= number of switches; K =4 in bridge topology and K = 2

in half-bridge and push-puIl topologies;
m = number of windings of transformer's primary; m =1 in

the bridge and half- bridge topologies and m = 2 in push-pull

topology; .
Rs = switch resistance of MOSFET's;
V ce sat = collector-emitter saturation voltage of IGBT's;
D = duty cycle

D= ~ (A1)
Ts

ton= duration of the boost period and T s is the switching

period.

(d)

Fig. Al. Isolated Voltage-Fed DC-DC Buck Converters:
a- bridge, b- half-bridge C-Type, c- push-pull,
d- load connection in all topologies.Al. Voltage Fed Buck Converters (Fig.Al)

~
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Vin
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(a)

(A6)

From (A2) and (AS)

~--L
Iin ay -a..[2D

The conduction losses in MOSFET's
PMSF = Is nns2RsK

or using (A6)
(A7)

(d)

~- PinRsK

Pin -2a2 D Vin2

where Pin = Vinlin ay

is the input power.

(AS)

(A9)

Fig.A2. Isolated Current Fed DC-DC Boost Converters:
a- bridge. b- half-bridge L-Type, c- push-pull,
d- load connection in all topologies.

The average input current
lin av = aDlL' (A2)

where lL' is the inductor current of the output filter reflected

LO the primary .
The average switch current

Is av = IL' ¥ (A3)

From (A2) and (A3)

.!.5-J!Y- = l ( A 4 )
lin av 2a

The rms switch current
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The conduction losses in IGBT's
PIGBT = Is avVce satK

or using (A4)

~=K~ (AI0)
Pin 23 Vin

The power of the transfonuer primary winding
$1 = mVIIl (All)

where V 1 and IL are nus voltage and current per primary

winding:
VI = Vina{D (AI2)

Primary nns voltage per winding using (AI9)
-r::-::::- 4 V i n

VI = Vo'"V 1- D = -r:-= (A20)

mK"VI-D
Primary nns transfonner current

2 [ 2(Ts ) cIin )2 ( )]II = a ~ Iin 2-ton + 2 2ton m-l =

aI. -I1-D+(m-l)
(A21 )m~ ~ --

The power of the transfonner primary winding using (A20)
and (A21)

11 = Is rrns ...rf

From (All) -(A13) and (A6)

.§l-={-;;;"
Pin

(AI3)
SI = mVIII = Pin

(A14)
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